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Immigration, Refugee, and Citizenship Law Moot 2021/2022: 

 

Responses to clarification questions regarding the Official Rules 

 

Question 1  In our facta, can we cite materials outside of case law? For 

instance, international materials (conventions, treaties, or UNHCR 

publications) or publicly available guidelines and materials 

available on the IRCC/RPD websites? 

 Answer Yes. Reliance on secondary sources in facta is permitted, since the 

Official Rules do not limit citations to legislation and case law, 

expressly or by implication. Usage of secondary sources is already 

anticipated by reference to the McGill Guide as the citation 

authority for the Moot (Rule 27). The McGill Guide contains 

specific instructions and examples with regards to citing secondary 

sources, whether printed or published online (policies, 

international treaties, scholarly articles, government/NGO reports, 

etc.). When relying on secondary sources, mooters simply must 

ensure that their citations are in compliance with Rule 27. 

Question 2  For this year's moot, are we able to read the facta written by other 

teams before the competition dates in March 2022?  

 Answer Yes. Pursuant to Rule 32, the Moot will electronically circulate 

opposing groups’ facta following submission.  

Question 3  If the answer to the previous is yes, would we be responsible for 

understanding /translating the other teams' factum if it is in 

French? 

 Answer Yes. Groups will be responsible for understanding or translating, if 

necessary, the opposing groups’ facta. The Moot, however, will 

translate and distribute groups’ one-page summaries pursuant to 

Rule 32. 

Question 4  The facta are due on February 11th, 2022, but additional case law 

is due on February 28th. Does this mean we can make changes to 

the original factum we submit after February 11th? 

 Answer No. Pursuant to Rule 33, groups may not revise, add, delete, or in 

any other manner alter its factum or summary after submission. 

Pursuant to Rule 50, oral argument is confined to jurisprudence 

referenced in the factum. In the result, the date to submit 
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additional case law has been removed from the “2022 Moot 

Important Dates and Documents” webpage.  

Question 5  As the Respondent and Appellant facta are due on the same day 

for this year's moot, is the Respondent team to proceed without 

knowing arguments of Appellants of other teams?  

 Answer Yes. Respondent groups will prepare their respective facta without 

knowledge of the arguments raised by Appellant groups. There is 

no advantage to addressing the specific arguments of any single 

Appellant group, as each Respondent group will moot against 

multiple Appellant groups during the competition. Instead, 

Respondent groups must anticipate the arguments that will be 

raised by Appellant groups based solely on the Official Problem. 

Question 6  Would Appellants have an opportunity to file a reply to the 

Respondents factum? 

 Answer No. For the same reasons as elaborated in response to question 5, 

there is no opportunity for Respondents to submit a reply factum. 

Question 7   If our English-speaking teams are competing against a French 

team, will we be offered simultaneous translation during oral 

submission?  

 Answer Simultaneous interpretation will be provided during the semi-final 

and final rounds. Mooters will be informed before the competition 

dates if simultaneous interpretation will be provided during the 

preliminary rounds. In any event, pursuant to Rule 42, every 

reasonable attempt will be made to pair groups arguing in the 

same language during the preliminary rounds. In addition, 

pursuant to Rule 41, judges will ask questions of the mooter in the 

same language in which the mooter is presenting. 

 


